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Stand With Me - GuatUp2017
Project Finale

Here's what the SWM team has been up to in their final two weeks in
Guatemala.

Darline was our first patient in Guatemala to receive a standing frame. Now,
two years later, she can walk and stand all on her own. Here she is standing

next to her old stander.

Our goals

Stand With Me is working to provide
physical therapy in the form of a
standing frame to children with
cerebral palsy in an affordable and
accessible way.

In these past two weeks, we've
interacted with over 60 families,
gathering follow-up data from
stander users and delivering new
frames!
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At Hope Haven
At our home base in Xenacoj, we
delivered over 20 standing frames to
new patients over these past two
weeks!

Chiquimula and Jocotán
We traveled to Adisa centers in
Chiquimula and Jocotán and
followed up with 10 patients and their
families. We saw some of our first
patients and taught Adisa's physical
therapists how to use our frames and
online forms.

Escuintla
Emily, Riley, Thomas, and Sergio
traveled to Fundabiem Escuintla and
followed-up with seven families in
one morning! Every stander helped a
child get stronger and more
independent!

Santiago Atitlán
The team met with a few Adisa
therapists in Santiago. There, they
met with 20 patients in two days! We
practiced using and refined our new
follow-up forms with Adisa therapists.

Stander Design
We've updated our production
process to make our workshop even
more efficient. We expect to make
300 standing frames this year, but at
a pace of over two a day instead of
less than one a day! The only thing
preventing us from making 600 per
year is funding!

Read our Blog

Visit our Website
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